
Thanks to its high-performance 350 W motor, the Einhell double-wheel grinder/sander TC-BG 150 B is well prepared for all manner of grinding and

sanding jobs. The large work supports are adjustable. The shaft is mounted on ball bearings to enable precision operation with zero play. Safety is

provided by guard hoods which are closed at the sides. Four rubber feet provide reliable, low-vibration stability. Spark guard windows can be adjusted

without any tools. A compact construction made of robust metal points to a long service life. It comes with a coarse grinding wheel (K36) and a brush

wheel. It can be used therefore not only to carry out major shape adjustments but also to produce new surface finishes including polishing and

sharpening.

Bench Grinder

TC-BG 150 B
Item No.: 4412634

Ident No.: 21011

Bar Code: 4006825667110

Features & Benefits
Powerful 350 W motor for a wide range of grinding jobs-

Large adjustable work supports for a wide range of applications-

Adjustable spark guard windows, with no need for any tools-

Robust and compact metal structure for a long service life-

Zero-play ball-bearings for precise operation-

Guard hoods which are closed at the sides for safe operation-

4 rubber feet for standing securely and with low vibrations-

Includes coarse grinding wheel (K36 & brushed wheel-

For repairs, adjustments to shape + new initial grinding/sanding-

But also polishing and sharpening work-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. power (S6 | S6%) 350 W  |  15 %

- Max. idle speed 2980 min^-1

- Grinding wheel mount diameter 12.7 mm

- Grinding wheels Ø150  x  ø32  x  20 mm

- Grain size K36

Logistic Data
- Product weight 7.9 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 8.8 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 344 x 214 x 243 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 8.8 kg

- Dimensions export carton 335 x 205 x 240 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1472 | 3024
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Available as special accessories

Bürstenscheibe
Bench Grinder Accessory
Item No.: 4412636
Bar Code: 4006825670882
Einhell Accessory
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